There are various methods of obtaining nanopowders, which can be used for the construction of composites. To determine the rational technology of nanoscale modifiers in this paper we propose a generalized criterion that takes into account such criteria as the criterion of private energy efficiency technologies criterion of self-organization of matter, the criterion of structural stability and particle size criterion.
Introduction
The methods of receiving nanopowders developed so far are very various. The literature provides a dozen classifications of these methods for a variety of physical and chemical principles [1…6] .
For example, there are methods of classification on the basis of changes in particle size during synthesis: -air dispersion method (based on the dispersion of raw materials); -condensation methods (based on the preparation of nanoparticulate systems in which substances are dispersed on a molecular (atomic) level).
No less productive and logical classification of methods is the state of aggregation of the starting materials: -gas phase; -liquid phase; -solid phase.
What is the method of obtaining the synthesis of nanopowders select the desired connection? The choice depends on the chemical nature of the compound, its particle size desired and the available experimental basis in the laboratory. The most simple, does not require complex hardware design methods for the preparation of complex oxides -precipitation methods, combustion kompleksonatny method and polymer-salt compositions. The sol-gel method is also simple, but usually to produce a fine product as precursors required inaccessible metal alkoxides. Pretty easy to implement as well as a microwave hydrothermal method in the presence of a laboratory autoclave and microwave.
Experimental study
To determine the rational technology of nanoscale modifiers form the generalized criterion containing the following particular criteria (table 1):  1) the criterion of energy efficiency technologies ; 2) criterion is equipped with traditional equipment; 3) the criterion of self-organization of matter; 4) the criterion of structural stability; 5) the criterion of the particle size. Generalized criterion for selecting the direction of the modification should be presented in the form of: 
5.
The criterion of the particle
Results and discussion
The value of private and generalized criteria determined by applying rd expert method. The results obtained are summarized in table 2. 
Conclusion
Analysis of table 2 shows that the most efficient technology of obtaining of nanoscale modifiers to modify the structure and management of the properties of composite construction appropriate to apply: -method of decomposition; -the method of chemical vapor deposition (co-precipitation); -sol-gel method; -hydrothermal method; -method kompleksonatnoy homogenization; -synthesis under microwave irradiation.
